
ARNPRIOR & DISTRICT qUILTERS GUILD

MYSTERY QUILT - Janua ry 2AL4

You need:

1.%yd (L.2 m) - LIGHT

L% yd (L.2 m) - DARK

1 yard (1 m)- MEDIUM

ln the 3'o and final installment of sewing instruction, I will give credit

where credit is due, with the author's name and her book that is

available for purchase.
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PART 1 - CUTTING AND A.BLOCKS

Cutting instructions are straight forward - see attached pages.

Here are some tips that may help you * that I leamed along the way making
this quilt.

) Press towards darker fabric.

F using "sticlq/'notes on each of your piles of cut ships for the Dark
and medium Fabric saves time later on. (ie: sticky notes labeled - 2
%", 3 %", 4 Yz" etc. )

found it easiest to just eut a square 6 718" - then cut it once
diagonally.

) when you get into the sewing sequence - the pieces that you are
sewing together are named according to the rectangle size that you cut
- and theYr" sewing allowance is not mentioned. (ie:.if you have to
add the 9 y2" rectangle of dark fabric - it will just show you the 9 -
not9 Yz".

I will walk you through the first sewing sequence. It shows you the
following picture:

E-E-E -r+fI
ffit
t.:.r.ii11.:l.ffiI

The 2 black rectangles (with a2 onthem) are sewn to the white square that
has a 2 init. The 2 black rectangles are from your dark fabric and measure
lYrx2Yr". The white square is from the light fabric and measure 2 yz" x
2 yr". You will then add from your Dark color the rectangle that measures
I yr" x 4 'A" . Then sew the Medium color rectangle 2 Yz x 3 Y2- to the unit.

ENJOY!
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Cutting

A. BACKGROUND (light)

1" Cut &vo 2 1/2" strips. From these strips:

a" Cut4 6112 rectangles QIl2"x6Ll2,,)
b. Cut l0 2I12" squiues

2. Cut 2 riangles 9 314" e

l46lt2" c -l

t

fl6ttfl
l'112" srips. Cut into the following rectangles, lengthwise.

3. Cut 2 squares.

Then cut diagonally

into 4 tiangles

B.DARK FABRIC: Cut into 10

r
r/2" c

C. MEDIIJM FABRIC: Cut into 6 2ll2" strips. Cut into the following rectangles.

2. Cut6 :----..--...--.---:
3. Cut4 i

| 4. Cut5 i

G-cfi-l

i-*-'*--*-:--1
i.3 U2" i 'i***-*--.-
t.!..!l?':.i'
i5 u2" i.
t4?-r..-..-.n.n.l

iB ttz" i

i LL llz"i
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II SEWING SEQTJENCE

A-LI'NTTS (upper and lower points) SEW 2 of these.

i. stair A.A.A -r+r--r
II

.m

2. Partial seam:

3Nexr 

ffi.rrefl.-
4. Then add

5. Now sew:

6. Completed unit A (two A-UNITS needed)

- 

-parti4 sepm. Sew only part way __ to be
completed at a later sta-ge-.

-t

Complete seam

IN THIS SEQIJENCE:

Fint sew 8

then 5

10

6

complete seam;

sew 12
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